Zendaya didn't let anything get in the way of this year's Emmys when accepting the award for outstanding lead actress. Zendaya seems to always be daring with her fashion and certainly did not disappoint this year. The dramatic look of her Christopher John Rodgers gown and necklace gave her a very chic look, which everyone was hoping to see.

Then we bring it over to Tracee Ellis Ross. Tracee thought it was fun to get all glammed up since she had not throughout the pandemic. She hit the red carpet in this gold Alexandre Vauthier dress, making a bold statement with her matching gold mask of course. How do you feel about this metallic ruffled look?

Hands downs Zendaya in that Christopher John Rogers look with its unique shape and brilliant colors, paired with Christian Louboutin heels and Bulgari jewelry, for me stole the show!
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So, let's get right to the point. Who do you think wore it best?